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Abstract
An ordinary problem within the industry is a low allocation of resources. Many
industries are only using 50 percentages of their theoretical capacity. This implies
that many companies want to use the existing capacity better, instead of investing
in new machines.

The potential of improvements is large with a resource allocation of 50
percentages. To achieve a better use of these large potential the companies must
have know how of these percentages that are not refined in other words the
losses. How the companies get this knowledge vary depending on the type of
industry. The collection of information can be from case studies to daily follow-ups.
In this report this investigation concentrates on some goods that are manufactured
in low annually series that disturb the ordinary production.

The work has been done at Scania Axles in Falun and Scania in Argentina. The
report only deals with goods that are produced with cutting machining. Both
factories have modern manufacturing facilities that are adapted for high volume
manufacturing. The production layouts are very flow orientated and the goods that
do not fit to 100 percentages are a disruption.

The aim with this report is to develop a method for analysing flow for the
manufacturing, disturbances and the resource allocation of administrative
resources. In other words, the main focus is to develop a model for identifying
goods that disturb both the administrative- and production process.

The method used in this thesis is the combining of interviews with survey
investigations of manufacturing personnel, technicians and planning personnel.
This will give a rough view of the goods that are causing the main disturbances.

The result is that the method developed works very well and certain goods are
identified as large disturbances and need to be investigated more thoroughly. It
was not a surprise that this report found these goods, it was rather an
establishment.
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Sammanfattning
Ett allmänt problem inom verkstadsindustrin är ett lågt resursutnyttjande. Många
industrier utnyttjar endast ca 50 procent av utrustningens teoretiska
produktionskapacitet. Detta innebär att många företag vill öka sin kapacitet genom
att utnyttja befintlig utrustning bättre och inte bara investera i ny utrustning.

Förbättringspotentialen är stor med ett resursutnyttjande på 50 procent. För att ta
tillvara på denna potential krävs att företagen har en stor kännedom om dessa 50
procent som inte är förädlande, dvs förlusterna. Hur företagen skaffar sig denna
kännedom varierar med vilken typ av industri det handlar om. Det kan handla om
rena fallstudier till att dagligt följa upp produktionen. I den här rapporten
koncentreras dessa undersökningar till att gälla hur vissa artiklar med låg årsvolym
stör den ordinarie produktionen av stor årsvolym.

Arbetet är utfört på Scania Axlar i Falun och på Scania i Argentina. Rapporten
behandlar endast skärande bearbetning. De båda fabrikerna har en modern
produktionsapparat som till stor del är anpassad för högvolymsproduktion. Dvs
produktionslayouterna är ytterst flödesorienterade och alla artiklar som ej passar in
till fullo utgör således en störning.

Syftet med rapporten är att ta fram en metod för att analysera produktionsflöden,
störningar och förbrukning av administrativa resurser. Dvs tonvikten ligger på att
plocka fram en modell som går att använda för identifiering av artiklar som utgör
störningar både i den administrativa- och rena produktionsprocessen.

Metoden går ut på att och kombinera intervjuer och frågeformulär från
produktionspersonal, tekniker, beredare och planerare. Detta ger då en bild över
vilka artiklar som utgör den största störningen.

Resultatet är att den framtagna metoden fungerar bra och ett antal artiklar är
identifierade som stora störningar och bör undersökas djupare. Att det handlade
om just dessa artiklar var egentligen ingen överraskning utan snarare ett krasst
konstaterande.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A general problem within the industry, both national and internationally are a very
low allocation of resources. The results from many Swedish and foreign studies
show that a great portion of the producing capacity of the companies disappears in
different kinds of disturbances. These disturbances are maintenance-related work,
setting-up procedures and material related downtime. The analysis of ten field
studies from Johan Ericsson showed that the machines were utilised for operative
work during 59% of the planned production time. Of the remaining time, 39% was
taken up by maintenance-related work, 24% by setting up procedures and 20% by
material related downtime. Altogether, downtime losses represented 80% of the
total losses in connection with disturbances. Cycle and quality losses constituted
14% and 6% of the total losses, respectively. 1

1.1 General set of problems
The main question for this thesis is:

Is there a possibility to produce a fast method for analysing flow,
disturbances, and resource allocation at goods that are manufactured in low
series?

1.2 Aim
The aim with this thesis is to:

•  Develop a model for calculating the amount of disruption caused by spare
parts.

•  Present a plan of action for future spare parts strategies.

•  The presented material should be prepared for future analysis.

                                                          
1 Ericsson J., Disruption Analysis - An Important tool in Lean Production
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2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION
An increased internationalisation is demanding the companies� competitiveness.
The demand at their product-, and delivery quality are increased and a high cost
efficiency is very important.

In a way this short historical overview presented by Philip Kotler2, can give an
explanation of the competitiveness development that almost every company are
forced to follow.

•  In the �70s, there was a discussion �More for more�. This means that the
companies could increase the price in proportion to the development need of
the customer.

•  In the �80s, there was a discussion �More for the same�. This means that the
selling companies are supposed to develop the product without increasing the
price.

•  In the �90s, the discussion is �More for less�. This means that the buyer is
used to buy a better product at a lower price than before.

Almost every business company is working with flow orientating, centring of
customers, rationalisation of the capital, shortening the time to customer, more
flexible production, new organisation of work, et.

Sweden has not gone right through these development processes, and therefor a
lot of international philosophies are adapted in Swedish industry. A few of these
philosophies are kaizen, lean production, layout systems, TQM, JIT and TPM. 3

2.1 Lean production

A goal for many production systems is Lean Production. This means a well rational
production where the focus is not only the working people and the capita but, the
focus is all the way from the customer to sub supplier. 4

Womack, Jones and Roos5 produced Lean Production as a term in their huge
investigation of the car industry. They choose to divide Lean Production into four
main areas:

•  Lean Product Development
•  Lean Manufacturing
•  Lean Suppliers
•  Lean Customer Relation

                                                          
2 Kotler, P., Management and Marketing
3 Brodd, N & Persson, M., OPE-analys som verktyg i förbättringsprocessen
4 Sankull, B. & Johansson, J., Från Taylor till Toyota
5 Roos, L.U., Japaniseringen inom produktionssystem
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Figure 1 Lean Production

The arrows in figure 1 indicate the relationship between these four main areas.
The Lean Manufacturing and Lean Customer Relation is working as a base for
Lean Product Development and Lean Suppliers.

With decreasing number of sub supplier with more responsibilities regarding
development and production for whole systems of components, the knowledge
and the responsibility has in a way been joint together. This type of stronger
connections between the company and sub supplier was created by incorporating
them in the production system by sharing information in material planning system
and the system for securing quality demands.1

Lean production is not only production, it is the whole company. This fact has been
criticised by Warnecke and Hüser (1993) 6 and they propose that the name should
be Lean Management or Lean Industry. The rest of these chapter are going to
deal with the manufacturing part in the area of Lean Production and thus the term
in further discussions only is Lean Manufacturing.

2.1.1 Lean Manufacturing
A literary search shows that the systems and methods in use for production
development almost have the same meaning but sort under different names.
Some examples are:

•  Just-In-Time
•  Stockless Production or zero Inventory
•  Toyodism
•  Toyota Production Systems
•  Lean Manufacturing

The term Just in Time is the most common name to explain Lean Manufacturing.

Figure 2 at next page show the difference between innovation with and without
Kaizen.

                                                          
1 Ericsson Johan., Disruption Analysis - An Important tool in Lean Production
6 Warnecke H.J., Hüser M., Lean production

Lean Product
Development

Lean Manufacturing Lean Customer
Relation

Lean Suppliers
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Quality and
Productivity

Time
Figure 2 Kaizen

2.2 Customer demands and product development
New demands from the environment and customers in combination with a very
hard competitiveness are forcing the companies to an ongoing product
development. The demands from the environment can be very different, for
example, new pollution regulations and regulations regarding the sound from
different types of machines. These type of regulations and customers �more for
less� demands are in many cases forcing the companies to shortening the time
between new models.

2.3 Variety of goods and articles
A major problem in almost every business is the amount of articles. New demands
are forcing the companies to develop new models in a very short time. This
development produces of course a lot of articles. In some cases the articles almost
are the same and the change in the production is not so very dramatic.

One way for the companies to deal with this problem is work with modules. This is
not only positive but the problem with a fast extension of articles is declined.

The reason why the numbers of articles is growing in most of the cases is that the
spare parts departments need these articles for their customer. This is why a
manufacturer can produce articles that can be ten or fifteen years old.

2.4 The importance of the layout
The layout, i.e. how the production equipment, the storage, delivery function etc. is
arranged and organised, is effecting a lot of factors in the company. The chosen
layout determines the material flow and is of major importance if a company is
effective or not. 7 There are two major layout principles, one is functional layout
and the other is flow-orientated layout.

                                                          
7 Dahlqvist Per., Manuell Materialhantering, materialflöde och layout

Innovation with
Kaizen

Innovation without
Kaizen
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2.4.1 Functional layout
A Company with the primary focus at functions has naturally their functions in the
centre. This can be for example to place all their milling machines in the same
area. The manufacturing process becomes very flexible due to the fact that the
production is not locked to a specific machine. If there are some problems in one
machine, it is always possible to manufacture in another machine.

Every order of a specific component is usually manufactured in several machines.
The distance between the group of machines is very long in a functional layout.
Previous two facts are consuming time and the transport time is often very long in
a factory with functional layout for the production of only a few parts.

Producing a large batch often solves the problem with very long time for
transportation. But this is a solution that produces high costs for the storage of
articles.

Another disadvantage with the functional layout is that the system has got a very
long lead time; the time from start of production of an article to the end. This is due
to the fact that the company needs to have large space, for example the articles
are only transported when they can fill up a whole box for transportation.

2.4.2 Flow-orientated layout
With a flow-orientated organisation the functions in the company are orientated in
a logical flow of logical connected processes.8 In a workshop with flow orientation
the resources are placed in the flow of the article that the article need. This means
that the article does not need to be moved between the different departments. One
major advantage with this kind of layout is the minimal need for transports and
time for handling the material. This will lead to shorter lead-time and few products
in work. Another advantage is the possibility for Just in Time.

One disadvantage with flow-orientated layout is that it can be very inflexible. The
variety of goods and articles is of crucial importance. Another disadvantage is that
it is impossible to produce the article in another machine if there are some
breakdowns.

Of course the layout is not the only factor that decides if a company is effective or
not. But one thing that can be clarified is that a company who is working with flow-
orientation has less resistance to introduce for example Just in Time and TQM.9

2.5 TQM, Total Quality Management
Total Quality Management is a concept for organisation and led a business to
achieve high quality in every step. The definition of TQM is not totally clear, but it
is more than just quality of the products that is produced. The concept is about �to
do right things � and �to do things right�.10

                                                          
8 Nord Christer., TPM-Total Productive Mainteance med erfarenhet från Volvo
9 O´Grady, P.J., JIT Just-in-timefilosofin i praktiken
10 Bergman, B. & Klefsjö, B., Kvalitet från behov till användning
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2.6 TPM, Total Productive Maintenance
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is a philosophy for improving machines and
the people and in the same time lowering the cost. In contrast to many other
concepts TPM has a well-defined method.11 The focus is:

•  Total efficiency
•  Total maintenance system
•  Total participation for everybody

The main goal is no machine break down, no scrap and no damage.  This goal
can be reached by prevent maintenance.

2.7 High vs. low volume production
The type of manufacturing system is strongly depending on the amount of variants
and also the annual amount. If the company only produce a very few articles in
large annual amount the possibilities for an effective manufacturing and assembly
line are very high. The extent of automation is directly depending on the mix of
articles. This should be compared with a company who produces a lot of different
types of articles in rather low series.

2.8 Summery of  �problem discussion�
Within a manufacturing system with flow orientated layout that is optimised for high
volume production low volume goods are also produced. This means disturbances
of varied kind. These disturbances mean, without no doubt, costs for the company.

                                                          
11 Nakajima, S., Introduktion till TPM
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3 THEORETICAL METHODS
The following describes two different theoretical methods that can be used within
the frames of problem discussion.

3.1 Case study
A case study is normally a deep investigation with many details of very few
objects. The main goal is to get an overall picture and from that achieve a lot of
information of the investigated object. The method is used to investigate
organisations, decision processes, scientific connections, etc.

3.2 Survey investigation
The basic idea with a survey investigation is that the collected information should
be standardised. Personnel interview and questionnaires often do the collection of
the data in this type of investigations. In most of the cases a survey investigation
demand that the knowledge about the subject is very good because the possibility
for adjustments is strongly restricted.12

These types of improvements assume that the companies know the size of losses.
Besides that is the need to identify the causes of major importance. Without this
knowledge it is impossible to improve this kind of work in a systematic way.

3.3 Carrying through the study
3.3.1 The choice of company for the study

This type of study demands a company with a type of manufacturing system that
are flow orientated; a lot of high volume goods in combination with low volume
goods. Scania Axles in Falun has exactly this combination. Another reason is that
the author has been working as a production engineer for almost two years at
Scania.

                                                          
12 Lundahl U., Skärvad P. � H., Utredningsmetodik för samhällsvetare och ekonomer
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3.3.2 Scania
Scania was founded in 1891. Since then it has built and delivered some 900,000
trucks and buses for heavy transport work.

Scania is an international corporation with operations in more than 100 countries.
Ninety-seven percentages of its production is sold outside Sweden. The number of
employees is 23,500.

The core of Scania's operations is the development, production and marketing of
trucks for heavy transport work. In this business area, Scania is number four in the
world and number three in Europe. Scania's range of trucks is concentrated on
those with a gross vehicle weight of 16 tonnes or more. It includes vehicles
suitable for virtually all types of transport work. Today Scania does a lot more for
its customers than deliver a vehicle. Financing, servicing and maintenance are
increasingly important means of competition. Scania can offer comprehensive
support packages, ranging from repair and maintenance contracts to overall cost
agreements that also include financing.

Scania's operations are based on a world-wide network of more than 1,500
authorised Scania workshops in some 80 countries, as well as a sophisticated
parts distribution system.

A technologically advanced modular specification system has made Scania the
heavy vehicle industry leader in terms of profitability.

Even during periods of sagging markets for trucks, Scania has shown good
earnings. For more than six decades, Scania has reported a profit every year.13

Scania has production facilities almost all over the world. This thesis focuses on
two factories, Falun in Sweden and Tucuman in Argentina.

3.3.3 Initial position
Scania Falun produces front-, rear axles and propeller shafts for the whole
European market. The production facilities are modern and fully automated. The
whole production system is constructed for high volume manufacturing. Therefor
causes the low volume goods major problems within the manufacturing system.

The same problems occur in Scanias factory in Argentina, Tucuman.

3.3.4 Course of action
The literary study was the opening in this thesis for finding the way of analysing
this problem. A former employment as a production engineer in Falun is very
useful for knowing the organisation.

Important persons in connection with the literary study for this work are; Fredrik
Sand and Jonny Hedberg at the economy department and Per Nilsson and Thöger
Olesen at the production-engineering department.

                                                          
13 Scania AB, homepage
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3.4 Constraints of the study
The literary and the survey study is only regarding these goods:

•  Gear house
•  Drive shaft
•  Transmission
•  Diff house
•  End Yoke

I have chosen not to study parts that are assembled with these goods. The reason
why I have done this type of limitation is that this thesis is going to show the
applicability of the theory, not a complete solution of the whole problem.

Scania Tucumán also produces a lot of different goods for gearboxes. I have
chosen only to investigate goods that are produced both in Falun and Tucumán,
except two types of goods that are only produced in Falun.

The recommendations in this report are more a suggestion for further analysis.
This means that I will not break down the problems to a level with a complete
�why-analyse�.
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4 THEORETICAL FRAME OF REFERENCE
4.1 OPE (Overall Process Efficiency)
The internal efficiency, i.e. to do things correctly, can be measured by studying the
corporation�s total process efficiency. Total process efficiency means a weighing
together of availability, speed losses, and quality gains.

There is a very large economic potential in the increased utilization of production
equipment. It is important to look more closely into the possibilities of increasing
the competitiveness through this potential. Improved process efficiency can give:

•  Less disturbances, which gives an improvement in planning potential allowing
faster and safer deliveries.

•  Freed capacity can be used as an alternative to capacity investment when the
demand increases or by bringing manufacture that has been at
subcontractor�s back into the production.

•  Freed capacity can be used to reduce operation times while retaining the
production volume that in turn gives a lower production cost per product.

•  Freed capacity can be used to reduce the number of machines/equipment
while retaining the production volume, which in turn leads to less restricted
capital in fixed assets.

•  Freed capacity can be used to increase the number of changeovers, which
reduces restricted capital in stocks and increases our flexibility and provides
opportunities for increased customer order control.

•  Less disturbances, which gives fewer risks of quality problems.
•  Less disturbances, which makes the personnel less tied to the equipment and

frees more time for preventative and improvement measures as well as
increased motivation.

How can the time saved by improved utilization be used, if there is not a temporary
increase in demand at that time?

The choice is often made from two alternatives. To reduce the production rate and
spread production over more hours, or, to run at full speed and use the time
gained for something else. The first alternative is advantageous only in exceptional
circumstances. An example is in process industries, where the starting up costs is
extremely high. The advantage of reducing the production rate is a possible
reduction in wear of the equipment and the possibility of using cheaper tools
because of lower performance requirements. By continuing at full speed, the
equipment can be freed from disturbances that arise at this production rate. Some
of the disturbances are otherwise such that would have come as a surprise in the
first alternative when trying to increase the rate again. Also, the personnel are
trained to work at full speed, which gives useful experiences that can be used in
times when the capacity is fully utilized. The latter alternative also frees time for
the competence development of our own personnel as well as being able to do
satisfactory operator maintenance on the equipment.

4.1.1 Series size
When manufacturing one-off, the equipment is not usually a bottleneck. The
requirement to fully utilize the equipment is not as important as for the production
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of long series. The cycle times for one-off production often vary considerably. Thus
it can be very difficult to decide the optimal cycle time for a part that is
manufactured only once.

4.1.2 Automation degree
OPE describes how properly made investments should be utilized. Developments
in equipment are towards more automation. OPE, as a measuring method, is best
suited to automatic equipment. It can also be used to advantage in the semi-
automatic field. The boundary is drawn at manual loading and unloading, see the
figure.

Manual Semi automatic Fully automatic

 Application areas,OPEA

                         Application areas, OPEM

Figure 3 Application for OPE

The following text in this report is only going to deal with OPEA (A= automatic processes)

4.1.3 Important losses
To focus on the most important losses, a systematic way of working based on
measurements is needed. Measurement is a tool to understand a chain of events.
An investigation based on facts is of course superior to another one based on
assumptions and guesswork. If measurements are not made, the problem picture
will remain characterized by personnel impressions with a risk of incorrect
priorities as a result
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4.1.4 Calculations

Figure 4 Calculation for OPE

There are two ways of calculating the OPE value depending on what the use of
the information.

1: If only the total process efficiency is interesting irrespective of how the
losses are distributed, the following formula can be used:

Qty of approved parts x time for part (clocked time or cycle time for which the
equipment was purchased)  x 100  = OPE value

2: If the total process efficiency is interesting combined with a complete
view of how all the losses are distributed, the calculation procedure
shown in figure 4 can be used.

The various expressions used in the figure above are described below.

4.1.5 Available time
The starting point is all available time. This means that one year has 365 days x
24 hours = 8760 hours.

Planned
stop

Unplanned
stop

Planned and laid out production time

Available operative time

Net operative time

Value
increasing
operative

Available time

Availability =
Laid out - Stop time
         Laid out time

Scrapping and
adjustments

Operation efficiency =
Bought cycle time * prod.
qty.

Quality gain =
Qty produces - Defects
    Qty produced

OPE = Availibility x Operation efficiency x Quality gain

Equipment faults
and stoppages
Change-overs and
tool changes

Starting up
problems

Preventative
maintenance

Idling and minor
stoppages

Reduced speed/
Operators waiting

Speed
losses

Defects
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4.1.6 Planned stops
Planned stoppage time can be:

•  Unused shift
•  Holiday
•  Annual holidays
•  Breaks, if production cannot be continued during the break
•  Meetings with the union
•  Coverage deficiency

Scania has made a decision that PM (Preventative Maintenance) will not be
counted as a planned stoppage. Instead it will be included in "Planned and laid out
production time".

4.1.7 Planned and laid out production time
The time estimated for the production, i.e.

Available time - Planned stops  = Planned and laid out production time.

4.1.8 Unplanned stops
Unfortunately, unplanned stoppages do occur. These include:

•  Breakdowns
•  Starting up
•  Change-over time (setup time)
•  Tool change

It may appear strange that changeover time and tool change times are classified
as unplanned stoppages. The reason that they are classified in this way is
because there is a timesaving potential in these areas. Of course, a process in
which no changeovers or tool changes occur will have a higher OPE value than a
process in which there are many changeovers. But the alternative, to purchase
more equipment, is not cost efficient.

4.1.9 Available operative time
When unplanned stoppages that affect the planned and laid out production time
have been deducted, the available operative time remains.

4.1.10 Speed losses
Speed losses affect the operation efficiency. The equipment does not always
produce with the expected cycle times or with the times it was bought for. These
speed losses can be:

•  Reduced feed
•  Reduced cutting speed

Idling and minor stoppage losses also occur sometimes. Assume that the process,
for which the OPE value is to be calculated, is a series of machines inter-
connected with each other. If a disturbance occurs on the machines that are not
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the bottleneck machine, then the bottleneck machine can be affected because the
output conveyor is full or the input conveyor is empty, so-called system losses.

4.1.11 Net operative time
When the losses that influence the operation efficiency have been deducted, the
remainder is the net operative time, which corresponds to the time it should have
taken to produce the total quantity of parts.

4.1.12 Defects
Scrap and adjustments are losses. Even if the parts are not adjusted in the same
process, the adjustments must be included under this heading. We supply
resources to rework the parts that need adjusting and these resources are losses
when seen from a process efficiency viewpoint. But from an economics
perspective, it is worth �saving� these parts.

4.1.13 Value increasing operative time
This is the time remaining when we have manufactured the parts that our
customers are prepared to pay for.14

4.2 ABC-analysis
Activity Based Cost (ABC) analysis allocates the costs of production departments
to specific products. In other words, all organisational resources demanded by an
individual product are measured by the system. The costs are allocated according
to a determination of the activities that consume resources. For example, at
Caterpillar the cost of a product is broken down into direct material, production
labour and all manufacturing-related overhead cost. Labour and overhead are
further subdivided into logistics, manufacturing, and general overhead cost pools.
As with most ABC systems, costs that are not "unit of one" costs are not included
in product cost, such as: future new product R&D, parts distribution costs for
warehousing and merchandising replacement parts, SG&A, interest, tax, warranty,
and abnormal costs. Many of these costs can be directly related to specific
products and their features.

The use of ABC can give management a baseline of where costs are being
generated or consumed, but will not tell them how to control these costs and
support cost management in the design stages. ABC systems use historical data
which does not support management in the decision making process for
development of new technologies. In addition, ABC analysis does not illustrate
how overhead costs can be reduced. In three studies, changing to an ABC system
altered product costs; however, the connection between changes in costs and
product costs was not determined.

In contrast to ABC, product life cycle cost management systems focus on the
costs of the required activities to conceive, design, develop, distribute, and
maintain the product. Product life cycle cost management should not be confused
with the marketing concept of the product life cycle, which focuses on a product�s
sales curve. Although no strong empirical evidence has been accumulated, a
product life cycle costing model should contribute better than ABC to reducing

                                                          
14 Scania Intranet, Inline
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costs in the early stages of product development since the focus is on life cycle
cost estimation.15

4.3 Resource allocation
Goods that are produced in the workshop are consuming resources. Which and
how they are consuming these resources is of great interest for further analysis.
One problem with a normal ABC analysis is that the analysis itself is very time and
resource consuming. A complete ABC analysis also demands a lot of information
about the goods and the process. There are some lacks in this information in both
Falun and Tucuman. These facts make the described ABC-analysis not suitable
for solving this allocation problem alone.

                                                          
15 The California State University, Hayward, School of Business & Economics, ABC-analysis
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5 METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING GOODS WITH
GREAT DISTURBANCES

This chapter is going to discuss the method for the identifying analyse. The
introduction is the choice of method followed by a deeply presentation of the
chosen method.

5.1 The choice of method
The chosen method in this report is a survey investigation. The reason why this
method was chosen is the amount of goods, the number of personnel working with
the goods and the need for an overview. In this report is the method called
�Martins index method�. This method will be described more in detail in the
following text.

A case study is not applicable for this type of report. This type of study demands a
small amount of goods and only a few persons to interview. Another fact that is
concerning is the limited time. A case study is more a deep investigation and is not
suitable for this report.

5.2 Martins index method
The idea of this project is to analyse the disturbances by use of two indexes. The
first index will measure the disturbances that these low volume goods are causing
in the production system. The next one will measure the time that these goods are
consumed from the administrative people involved.

The method for this work is to combine these two indexes in interviews and survey
investigations. This will give a rough view of the goods that are causing the main
disturbances.

Below the production and administration indexes are described in a very concise
way in terms of theoretical frame of reference. A more detailed description will be
presented later. The reason why this dividing up is done is to separate the theory
that can be applied to many companies from this specific method that is
specialised to Scania conditions.

5.3 Production index
This production index is used in the survey investigation for analysing how these,
often rather old goods is effecting the high volume goods in the manufacturing
system.

The most important parameters that are affecting the size of the distribution are:

•  The size of set-up
•  Number of operations
•  Instructions
•  Tools and fixtures
•  Engineering knowledge
•  Production personnel
•  Time perspective
•  Effect of investments
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These parameters are used in the survey form.

All these parameters are compared to a normal product. Normal in this case is a
product that is rather new and produced in a high volume. These classifications
are necessary for receiving the effect on the current production system and from
that investigation draw the conclusions.

5.3.1 Definitions and concepts Production index

Appendix 1 is the form that I used for the production index. The meaning of these
questions is:

The size of set-up
This means the size of set-up in the machines. The reason why I use the term size
instead of time is to indicate that the time between stop and start is the most
important. In many cases the set-up is a time that are stored in the system only a
figure for installing the new fixtures and so on.

Figure 5 The definition of set-up time

Number of operations
The number of operations is compared to the normal production. Some of the
spare parts may need some extra milling, grinding and turning.

Instructions
In most of the companies, and Scania also is the focus at the high volume goods.
This can mean that the routine for the instructions is not followed. If that is the
case this can cause some disturbances.

Tools and fixtures
Some goods demand a change of fixture and completely new tools and some
need just a program change.

Engineering knowledge
One important thing that is often underestimated is the knowledge of the
production engineering.

Production personnel
How many of the production personnel has machined the article before?

Stop of normal
production

Start of normal
production

Set-up time
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Time perspective
The time perspective is important due to the fact that knowledge has to be fresh.

Effect of investments
In new investment projects a basic decision is the possibility for producing old
spare parts.

5.3.2 Calculations for Production index
All these questions for the Production index in Appendix 1 are for every single
article. The right answer is marked at the right and the numbers are added
together and divided by the numbers of questions i.e. divided by 8. This number is
an indication of how problematic the manufacturing process is for this article. For
the following calculations in this report these numbers are added together for
every group of goods. These goods are transmission, diff houses, gear houses,
drive shafts and end yoke.

5.4 Administrations index
The other index for this analysis is to find out the resource allocation from the
personnel that are involved with these goods. This index is direct depending on
the people that are direct involved with the goods. These people can work with
production planning, pre-production, engineering etc.

This index indicates the amount of time that these good are consuming. This index
is also compared to the type of normal products.

5.4.1 Definitions and concepts Administration index
Appendix 2 is the form that I used for the administration index. The meaning of
these questions is:

Daily production planning
This is the main work for the production planning.

Control of stock amount of articles
This is just normal daily work.

Control of stock amount of blank
This is just normal daily work.

Develop project, Kanban
Both Falun and Tucuman work a lot with improvements of Kanban.

Various investigator work
This can be investigation of new supplier in the future for some article.

Contacts with suppliers
Suppliers produce some low volume articles and this work needs Co-ordination.

Work that can be classified to spare parts articles
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The interesting thing is the amount of time that can be classified to the spare parts.
This is the only figure that is needed for the investigation, the rest is just for the
classification

5.4.2 Calculation for Administration index
The questions for this index in appendix 2 is depending on the type of work, this
can be planning, pre production and production engineering. The questions
distinguish a lot depending on the role, but the only question that is in use for the
administration index is the last one, �work that can be classified to spare parts�.
This figure is a percentage value and is based upon an annually working time of
1760 hours. This index is actually in this stage a time that is indicating how much
time every type of goods is consuming from the administrative people.

5.5 Planning department
The planning department has the responsibility for the daily planning of goods and
blanks.

5.6 Production engineering and Pre production
Production engineering is the department responsible for the machines in the
workshop. They work more with the machines, new tools and so on compared with
the pre production who is working more with updating the computer based
production systems.
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6 SUMMARY OF STUDIES

The material for this survey study has been collected in Falun during one month, in
September 1999 and one month in Tucuman, in November 1999.

6.1 Falun
Falun produce rear axles, front axles and propeller shafts. The organisation is
divided into two major areas: assembly and machining. Theses two major
departments is supported by other departments like Quality, Production
Engineering, Economy Etc.

The main focus for the survey study is the machining area and especially Gear
house, Drive Shaft, Goods for propeller Shaft, Diff house and End Yoke.

They are all produced in very high-automated lines that are constructed for a high
volume and very few variants.

The diagram below illustrates the problem that Falun has to deal with in their
production system. The annual amount is varied from only 1 to almost 32 000
pieces each year.

Figure 6 Annual amount of diff houses

The following two diagrams in figure 6 and 7 show in a very direct way the
conditions between many spare parts at a very low volume. Diagram 6 indicate
that only 1% of the diff house volume is spare parts due to the fact that the
numbers of articles belonging to spare parts is 56%, see diagram 7.
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Figure 7 The percentagesage share of spare parts of the whole produced volume

Figure 8 The percentagesage share that low volume good stands for

Percentage share volume, diffhouse

1%

99%

Spareparts
Actual for production

Percentage share goods number, diffhouse

56%

44% Spareparts
Actual for production
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6.2 Tucuman

The production facilities in Latin America are called SLA and include three
factories. They are located in Brazil, Mexico and Argentina. This master thesis is
only including one factory from SLA, in other words Tucuman in Argentina. This
factory has round about 1000 employees and is producing chassis, gearboxes,
central gears, drive shafts and engine gears. The main focus for the survey study
is drive shafts, gear houses and diff houses.

6.3 The interview process
The list below persons that has been interviewed for the administration and
production index.

Planning Falun
•  Pia Nilsson
•  Anders Sköldberg
•  Tonny Holm

Engineering Falun
•  Mikael Andersson
•  Jonas Lodén
•  Sven Erik Nyholm
•  Ulf Främst
•  Börje Thidé

Planning Tucuman
•  Luis Angel Medina

Engineering Tucuman
•  Manuel Mario Corbalan
•  Jorge Aguirre Zelaya

The administration index described in appendix 2 has been sent by e-mail to
everyone. This index is rather easy to understand and the risk for
misunderstandings is low.

The production index described in appendix 1 is more complicated compared with
administration index. The risk for misinterpretations is rather high for the
production index and the form need explanations and discusses. For this reasons
demand the interviews for the production index personally contacts instead of
sending e-mail.
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7 ANALYSIS OF THE STUDY
This chapter analyses the results from the interviews. The first issue is only the
administration index. The next issue is a combination between the administration
and production index. The following discuss a correlation between the two indexes
and finally a presentation of administrative time.

7.1 Administration index
A comparison is made between engineering and planning department in Tucuman
respective Falun. This will show the difference in resource allocation that
spareparts generate.

The diagrams 9-12 below is the result from the survey investigation regarding
administration index in Falun and Tucuman.

Figure 9 Administration index, engineering Tucuman Figure 10 Administration index planning
Tucuman

Figure 9 shows the administration index for production engineering in Tucuman.
The people involved for this index is from both the pre production and the
engineering department. Figure 10 shows the same index but for the people
working at the planning department.

Administration index Production Engineering Tucuman

93%

7%

Total time

Spareparts

Administration index Production planning Tucuman

89%

11%

Total time

Spareparts
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Administration index for production planning is considerable bigger, 11%
compared with production engineering at 7 %. This indicates that the resource
allocation for these low series goods in Tucuman is bigger at the production-
planning department.

Figure 11 Administration index, engineering Falun Figure 12 Administration index, planning
Falun

Figure 11 and 12 show the administration index for Falun. Here is the difference
major. The administration index for production engineering is only 3% figure 11
and it is as much as 13% for the planning department.

This shows that the resource allocation for the planning department is much
bigger.

A comparison between the two countries shows that the administrative index is
almost the same for the planning department. The administrative index for
production engineering in Tucuman is 4 percent higher. This means that the
spareparts in Tucuman consume 4 percent more time than compared to Falun.

7.2 Combination of administration index and production index

A main question in this thesis is to analyse the disturbances that the low volume
goods are causing within the production system and in the same time se how the
resource allocation is distributed. This is going to show in a very direct way where
and how problems occur.

Administration index Production Engineering Falun

97%

3%

Total t ime

Spareparts

Administration index Production Planning Falun

87%

13%

Total time

Spareparts
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These two diagrams figure 13 and 14 show the combination of the two indexes. It
is possible to place the both indexes in the same diagram by dividing the
administration index by a factor of 100.

Figure 13 Totally disturbances in Tucuman
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Figure 13 shows that the production index is almost the same in diff house and
gear house. The production index for drive hafts is smaller compared to the other
production indexes. This means that the disturbances in the workshop are smaller,
which means that this product is not disturbing the normal manufacturing as much
as diff house and gear house. Observe that this index is the sum of all the sub
indexes for every article. This means that it is impossible to draw conclusions from
this material regarding individual goods.

The administration index for drive shafts are considerable bigger compared to diff
house and gear house, which means that the time that this article is consuming
from the administrative working staff is bigger.

The total disturbances, the sum of administration and production index is bigger
for drive shaft compared with gear house and diff house. This means that this
group of goods has potentials for saving money and should primarily be
investigated.

Figure 14 The total disturbances in Falun

Figure 14 shows the sum of disturbances in Falun. Diff house and gear house is
the biggest and has rather large disturbances.

The administration index is almost the same for goods belonging to transmission,
diff house and gear house. This means that the time that these goods are
consuming from the administration personnel almost consume the same time. The
administration index for drive shaft and end yoke is almost the same but compared
with for example transmission the administration index is almost half. This means
that the time that these goods is consuming from the administration people is half
compared to transmission, diff house and gear house.
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The production index, which is the index for the calculation of the disturbances
within the production system, show a great disparity. It is not easy to explain these
differences and the reasons are many. Some of the reasons can be the number of
goods, the type of production equipment and of course the goods complexity.
Despite this difference the production index for diff houses is the biggest.

7.3 Correlation between production- and administration index
One question of major importance is if there is some correlation between
production- and administration index.

7.3.1 Falun
It is the case in Falun that where the administration index is high also is the
production index rather high. This means, very simplified, that where the
disturbances occur there is also a significant need for administrative work. End
yoke is the one that does not fit into this system. One explanation for this missing
is that the end yoke is produced in 19 different types (see figure 16). This causes a
lot of disturbances within the manufacturing system. End yokes demand a lot of
different tools and fixtures and require a high level of knowledge of the
manufacturing personnel. Despite the high production index the administration
index is rather low and can be explained by the fact that most of the goods are
similar and does not require heavy work from the administrative people.

Drive shafts have rather low indexes, both administration and production index.
This means that the disturbances are low for both pure manufacturing and for
example planning.

7.3.2 Tucuman
Gear house and diff house have rather high production indexes, which indicate
problems in the manufacturing process. The administrative index is rather low for
both these goods, which is rather strange. Explanations for this are going to be
developed later on in this report.
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7.4 Administration time

The diagram below shows the time that is consumed for all the administrative
personnel that are involved with these goods. The time is based upon 44 weeks of
work each year and 40 hours each week. This is 1740 hours of work annually in
both Falun and Tucuman.

The size of the administrative time is built up from the survey investigation,
appendix 2. The only line of interest is the one that says �work that can be
classified to spareparts article�. This figure is in percentages and is collected from
the departments production engineering, pre production and planning. This time is
per person for Falun and Tucuman.

Figur 15 administration time in Falun and Tucuman

The administrative time in Tucuman is significantly low and is explained by the fact
that the amount of goods is rather low in Tucuman. There is one exception from
that and this is drive shaft. The time for this is significantly high and can be
explained by the fact that there have been some problems with capacity in Falun.
This capacity problem has been solved by support from Tucuman, which sets the
focus more on the process.
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The diagram below shows the number of goods in both Falun and Tucuman. Falun
has totally 61 spareparts and Tucuman only 10. Worth notices is that this report is
only discussing transmission, diff houses, gear houses and end yokes. Tucuman
has a lot of other different spareparts that are not included in this investigation.

The diagram in figure 16 below shows the amount of goods that are produced in
Falun and Tucuman.

Figure 16 The amount of goods in Falun and Tucuman
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8 CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
The main result is that this method for analysing disturbances seems to work.

8.1 The analysing method
The most important issue in this report is the analysing method with indexes. The
idea with the method is to get a quick overview of the organisation. This overview
can point out some products or some groups of products that are extreme in terms
of disturbances.

8.2 Plan of action
These diagrams that are built up by the indexes are the bases for a plan of action.
This plan is very simple and just a recommendation to focus on the group of goods
with highest index value. In other words to focus on diff house and gear house in
Falun and drive shafts in Tucuman.

8.3 Problems and errors
This survey investigation as a method has some sources of errors. The errors can
be of different types depending on the type of index. The following two chapters
describes the problems and some of the errors that are especially for this case.

8.3.1 Administration index
The most significant error connected to this index is �a positive ambition�. This
means that if it is positive to work a lot, and therefore spend a lot of time on some
spareparts, the answers in the survey investigation can become misleading. This
problem has been occurred more frequently in Tucuman in comparison with Falun.
The reason why this problem seems to be more serious there has to do with
culture differences.

Another error that causes some errors is the opposite of �a positive ambition� in
other words �a negative ambition�. This problem seems to occur more in Falun
than in Tucuman. The reason why this could be the fact is that hardly anybody
likes to deal with these types of goods and feel forced to work with it.

8.3.2 Production index
Regarding the production index there can be some misunderstandings for the term
knowledge. The choice of this word is based upon that there is difficulty in defining
knowledge. The implication of this error seems to be very small and the positive
effects are bigger than not using this term. Another error is the use of �more and
little� for example in connections with investments. These terms can be read
different depending upon the persons who are answering these survey
applications, but something that must be remembered is that this production index
is just a sort of indicating index. Another error is the lack of real money within the
questions. How much money is this of the total investments?
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8.4 Applications for this method
The developed method with administration and production index in this report can
be useful for more companies than Scania. Important criteria�s for this analysis is:

•  Machining manufacturing
•  Flow orientated layout
•  Organised with planning, engineering and pre productions departments.
•  Many high volume goods in combination with a few low series goods in the

same process

One example of application could be company A. This Company fulfils the
criteria�s above and is therefor suitable for an investigation. The survey
investigation could be divided up these steps:

1. Find out the groups of goods that are most interesting
2. Order all the goods numbers
3. Interview all the personnel working at planning, engineering and pre production

departments.
4. Compile all the answers in Excel
5. Perform diagrams

The result from the survey investigation will point out the goods that consume
most of the resources from the administrative organisations and produce a lot of
distributions within the manufacturing process. In other words high index = large
distributions.

The result is not a complete solution it is only a hint for the company to focus on
the right type of goods. In other words is the method just a methodology for
identifying goods with great disturbances.
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9 FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

This work is just a beginning of the great project of increasing the Overall Process
Efficiency. This report has pointing out three types of goods that have different
types of disturbances and should be exposed for further investigations. Other
issues that can be of interest are consumed time for manufacturing personnel, the
totally time for manufacturing of spareparts, general policy and given priority to
spareparts.

9.1 Consumed time for manufacturing personnel
This report does not include the consumed time for the people that are working
direct in the manufacturing process. There is near to believe that this time is
considerable due to the fact that this goods is produced rather often and in very
low series.

9.2 The totally time for manufacturing of spareparts
Another issue of great interest is the total time that is consumed by spareparts
manufacturing. This time is included in the production index but only in terms of
long or short compared to high volume goods. This is not enough for investigation
how these goods effect the overall process efficiency. Figure 8 in chapter 5
describes this time as a time between stop of normal production and start of
normal production. In many cases this time is an old stored figure in a computer
system and was present when the article was new. This time has to be measured
for every sparepart or low volume article.

9.3 General policy
Another need is to establish a general policy in order to manage all the questions
regarding low volume or spareparts goods. This policy has to include these areas:

•  A standardised method for calculation
•  Who is responsible for lowering the cost of manufacturing low volume goods
•  Regulations regarding design of new articles

9.4 Give priority to spareparts
During this survey investigation a clear lack of priority has been discovered
regarding these low volume goods. This means, in other words, that hardly
anybody likes to deal with low volume goods or spareparts. This is alarming and
has to be taken care of.
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Appendix 1

Goods number: Remark
The size of set-up

Less 1.7
The same 3.3
Longer 5,00

Number of operations
Less than normal 1.7
Equal than normal 3.3
More than normal 5,00

Instructions
Nothing exists 5,00
Something exists 3.75
Yes but there are some errors 2.5
Yes they are perfect 1.25

Tools and fixtures
Nothing exists 5,00
Some exists 4,00
Only a few are missing 3,00
Everybody exists 2,00
Everybody exists and are in the machine 1,00

Engineering knowledge
Nobody know anything about the article 5,00
Some knowledge 3.3
The knowledge are good 1.7

Production personnel
Nobody at the department has machined the
article

5,00

Some of the personnel has machined the article 3.3
Everyone has machined the article 1.7

Time horizon
The article were machined within five years 5,00
The article were machined within three years 3.75
The article were machined this year 2.5
The article were machined within two months 1.25

Effect of investments
None 1.25
Very little 2.5
Some, for example new tools and fixtures 3.75
High 5,00
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Appendix 2

Production planning
Activity % of time
Daily production planning

Control of stock amount of articles

Control of stock amount of blank

Develop project, Kanban

Various investigations

 Contacts with suppliers

Work that can be classified to spareparts article

Total 0%

Preproduction
Activity % of time
Improvement / updating of instructions for current articles

Work with new and articles, ECO, tool design, article design

OPE / Capability, long term quality work

Investments project and machine investigations

Ongoing support to the production

Work that can be classified to spareparts article

Summa 0%
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